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Channel Instrument | Mic-Type        | Insert/Effects
-------------------|----------------|-----------------|
01 Kick            | D112 / ATM25   | Gate
02 Snare           | SM57           | Reverb
03 Hihat           | md441 / SM57   | Condenser
04 Small Tom       | SM57 / bf509   | Gate
05 OH              | Condenser      |                 |
06 OH              | Condenser      |                 |
07 Bass            | D.I.-Box       |                 |
08 Guitar          | SM57           | Reverb
09 Organ           | D.I. (mono)    | Reverb
10 Keyboard        | D.I. (mono)    | Reverb
11 Trumpet         | MD421 / SM58   | Delay/Reverb
12 Alto Sax        | MD421 / SM58   | Delay/Reverb
13 Tenor Sax       | MD421 / SM58   | Delay/Reverb
14 Trombone        | MD421 / SM58   | Delay/Reverb
15 Vocal Centre    | Beta58D wireless | Delay/Reverb
16 Vocal Drums     | SM58           | Delay/Reverb

In case of further questions, don’t hesitate to contact:
Christoph Becker
+49 – (0) 30 – 44 73 96 37 cebe.funk@web.de